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Introduction
Clinical paratuberculosis (PTB) is suspected to be widespread in pastoral ruminant
species and in wildlife, but current evidence is unclear about its distribution.

Similarly, few data exist about the transmission of Mycobacterium avium subspecies
paratuberculosis (MAP) across domestic ruminant species and about associations
between clinical PTB and herd production performance. However, the incidence of
clinical PTB may be low or be overlooked by farmers and hence escape diagnosis. A
large population-based survey therefore intended to (i) describe farmer observed and

confirmed clinical PTB incidence in various regions of New Zealand, (ii) evaluate the
effect of inter-species contact on clinical incidence, and (iii) explore whether clinical
incidence was associated with farmer reported reproductive performance does this
sentence need something added at the end????.

Materials & Methods

Species interactions (Figure 3)

Deer: Co-grazing of deer with PTB-neg. sheep was associated with a 3-fold lower
odds of PTB-occurrence, whereas co-grazing with PTB-pos sheep increased the
odds of clinical PTB in deer 7-fold. Grazing contact with beef had no significant
impact on PTB in deer.
Beef cattle: The odds of clinical PTB in beef cattle increased 8-fold when co-

grazed with PTB-pos. sheep. The observed PTB occurrence was not significantly
affected by the presence or absence of PTB-neg. sheep or deer. However, only
few PTB occurrences were suspected or confirmed in beef cattle.
Sheep: PTB was 10- and 6-fold higher when PTB-pos. beef cattle or deer were in
grazing contact with sheep compared to sheep in isolation. A protective

relationship was found for the risk of clinical PTB in sheep when in-contact beef
cattle or deer were PTB-neg.

Conclusions
The observed species interactions raised the hypothesis that virulent MAP may be
transmitted between species during contact on pasture. More importantly, when clinical

PTB was not observed in one species, co-grazing appeared to be protective for the other.
These interactions were less apparent between deer and beef cattle, possibly due to the
low reporting rate of PTB in beef cattle and only 7% farms keeping deer. The presence of
clinical PTB was negatively associated with reproductive performance of deer.
Selection bias appeared to be small and reporting bias implausible, but neither could be

ruled out. The observed associations with production parameters may be spurious. A follow-
up investigation therefore evaluates species and production associations with sub-clinical
MAP infection rates.

Results
1,934 (24%) commercial farms with various
combinations of species responded to the

survey (252 deer, 614 dairy cattle, 1299
beef cattle, 1289 sheep). The most frequent
farm type was sheep/beef (43%) and dairy
(21%); 7% farms had deer with or without
other species. The species composition on

responding farms was similar to the general
population (Figure 1). This suggested that
the farm type distribution seen in the survey
was reasonably representative of the target
population.

Figure 2: Proportion of farms with suspected or 
confirmed PTB by farmed ruminant species

Production performance

Pregnancy rates in deer were about 7% lower on farms with clinical PTB being confirmed
or suspected (p=0.01). The odds for pregnancy and calving rates of beef cattle being
<90% or weaning rates of deer being <90% were about twice as high for farms with
clinical JD. Pregnancy rates of sheep were not found to be associated with clinical JD.
Clinical PTB occurrence was also associated with 3.4 lower tailing rates in sheep (p=0.2).

No associations were found between clinical PTB and pregnancy or tailing rates in sheep.

A questionnaire to 7,998 farmers in 7 regions requested information about the

observation of clinical PTB in the past 3 years, the pattern of co-grazing with other
ruminant species, and re-/production performance. Responding farm types were
compared to census data (Agribase). A logistic regression analysis with outcome
PTB-pos. = clinical PTB observed in the last 3 years (or PTB-neg.), evaluated
associations between PTB and a co-grazing category with 4 levels for each species:

(1) no other species on-farm (reference); (2) other species present but not in-contact;
(3) in-contact with other PTB-neg. species; and (4) in-contact with other PTB-pos.
species. Logistic regression analysis of production performance dichotomised
pregnancy, weaning and calving rates at a cut-off of 90%, and used ANOVA for tailing
rates of sheep. All analyses adjusted for confounding effects of region and herd/flock

size of all species. Dairy cattle were not included because only few dairy producers
farmed other species commercially.

Figure 1: Comparison of species distribution on-
farm between the survey and national census  

information (Agribase).

Clinical disease

About 18% dairy cattle and deer farmers
reported confirmed clinical PTB during the
past three years; additional 3% suspected
PTB on dairy farms and 17% on deer farms.
Occurrences on sheep and beef farmers

were substantially lower (Figure 2).
Reporting by sheep and beef farmers is
believed to be limited events of severe
clinical loss, as clinical observations are on
such farms are rarely confirmed by

laboratory diagnosis.

Reference: 

Deer without sheep or beef cattle on-farm

Reference: 

Sheep without deer or beef cattle on-farm

Reference: 

Beef cattle without deer or sheep on-farm

In-contact PTB-pos. sheep: OR = 8.4***

In-contact PTB-neg. sheep: OR = 0.6ns

Sheep on-farm, no-contact : OR = 0.4ns

In-contact PTB-pos. cattle: OR = 10.0***

In-contact PTB-neg. cattle: OR =   0.6***

Cattle on-farm, no contact: OR =   0.5**

Figure 3: Odds ratios for associations between farmer observed clinical PTB of species in isolation (reference) 
versus other species being present but not co-grazed, being co-grazed (in-contact) without observed clinical 

PTB, or being co-grazed with observed clinical PTB.
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